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and Sarkisov-

Masayosbi Miyanishi 

This is an expository report on the recent developments in the theory 
of algebraic threefolds, with emphasis on algebraic (not transcendental) 
methods. One of the works which this report is based on is Mori's theory 
[24, 25], which, the reporter believes, is a real break-through in the theory 
of algebraic threefolds and will be published soon in a complete paper. 
Though Mori's theory treats mainly the case where the base field is an 
algebraically closed field of characteristic zero and the canonical divisor 
of an algebraic threefold is not numerically effective, he succeeded in giving 
a clear-cut view of this case and gave significant directions in pointing out 
divisors which should be contracted first in order to construct minimal 
models of algebraic threefolds. Moreover, we expect that his theory can 
be extended, to some extent, to the case of positive characteristic, since his 
approach is similar to that of Mumford [29], in which Mumford renovated 
some parts of the arguments in the classification theory of algebraic sur
faces, for the purpose of extending the theory to. the case of positive char
acteristic. This expectation is one of the reasons why we stick to the 
algebraic methods in this report. 

In the first half of this report, we shall give a concise presentation of 
the theory of algebraic threefolds along the line set by Mori's theory. In 
the second half, several basic results will be given on conic bundles, which, 
on the analogy of vector bundles, have more to be worked out algebraically. 

The plan of this report is as follows: 
§ 1. Outline of the theory, 
§ 2. Preliminary results, 
§ 3. Several central lemmas in Mori's theory. 
§ 4. Conic bundles, 
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§ 1. Outline of the theory 

An algebraic threefold X is a nonsingular projective variety of dimen
sion 3 defined over an algebraically closed field k of characteristic zero, 
which we fix as the base field throughout this report. Let Kx be the 
canonical divisor. Mori considers an algebraic threefold X with Kx not 
numerically effective. Then, let NE(X) be the closed convex cone spanned 
by all effective I-cycles on X modulo numerical equivalence (denoted by ==::). 
If Kx is not numerically effective then the side of NE(X) with -Kx>eL 
>0, (a bit away from the hyperplane -Kx=O, where L is an ample 
divisor on X), is a convex polyhedral cone, which is spanned by finitely 
many rays Ri (1:S::i~n) such that 

(1) Ri=RJ1i] with a rational curve Ii, where R+ is the set of non
negative real numbers, and 

(2) Zl + Z2 E Ri and Z\> Z2 E NE(X) imply Z\> Z2 E Ri; such rational 
curves Ii are called extremal rational curves and rays Ri are called extremal 
rays. Mori shows that if Kx is not numerically effective, there exists an 
extremal rational curve I. 

If the Picard number p(X) equals 1, then -Kx is ample and hence 
X is a Fano threefold with p(X) = 1. Under an additional hypothesis that 
p(X»2, one may choose a numerically effective divisor H such that H.l. 
nNE(X)=R=RJlJ, where H.l.={ZENE(X);(H.z)=O}. It can be 
shown that (H3»0 if and only if R is not numerically effective. 

On the other hand, the Riemann-Roch theorem and a variation of 
the Kodaira vanishing theorem imply the following equalities: 

hO(mH)=xCmH)=t(H3)m3+t(clX).H2)m2 

+ /2 (H. CI(X)2 + czCX))m + 2~ (cl(X). c2(X)) 

for a sufficiently large integer m. Then Mori's theory asserts that the 
results (1)~(4) below hold true. Note that if R is not numerically ef
fective there exists an irreducible, reduced divisor D on X such that (D. I) 
<0. Throughout the assertions (1) ~ (4), the morphism r[JlmHI: X-+ 
r[JlmHI(X) is called the contraction of R and denoted by contR , while 
r[JlmHj(X) is denoted by contR (X). 

(1) If R is not numerically effective and H·D==::O on D, then the 
divisor D is uniquely determined by the extremal ray R=R+[l] and D is 
isomorphic to either p2 or a possibly singular quadric surface V in P3. 
If D~p2 then @n(D)~@p,( -1) or @p,(-2). If D ~ V then @n(D) ~ 
@y( -1), where @y(l) is the sheaf of hyperplane sections. Moreover, if m 
is sufficiently large, the mapping r[JlmHI: X-+Xmcpdim1mHI is a birational 
morphism onto a normal threefold Xm such that P:=r[JlmHj(D) is a point, 
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(fJlmHI induces an isomorphism X-D.:=;:Xm-{P}, and 
(i) P is a smooth point if D~p2 and (!JD(D)~(!JP2( -1), 
(ii) P is an ordinary double point of the analytic type @ p ~ 

k[[x,y, Z, u]]j(X2+y2+ Z2+ U2) if D~PI X pi, i.e., D is a nonsingular quadric 
inP3, 

(iii) P is a double point of the analytic type @p~k[[x, y, z, u]]j(x2+ 
y2 + Z2 + u3) if D is a quadric cone in P3, 

(iv) P is a quadruple point of the analytic type @p~k[[x, y, Z]](2) if 
D~p2 and (!JD(D)~(!JP2(-2), where k[[x, y, Z]](2) is the invariant subring 
of k[[x, y, z]] under the Zj2Z-action defined by (x, y, z)r-+( - x, - y, -z). 

The divisor D is called the exceptional divisor associated with R. 
(2) If R is not numerically effective and H·D~O on D, then D is 

uniquely determined by the extremal ray Rand D is a PI-bundle over a 
nonsingular complete curve Y. Moreover, for a sufficiently large integer 
m, Y'm:=(fJlmHl: X--+xmcpdirn1mHI is a birational morphism onto a non
singular projective threefold Xm, Y'm contracts D to a curve Ym in Xm iso
morphic to Y, and Y'm induces an isomorphism X -D.:=;:Xm - Ym. As 
in the assertion (1), D is called the exceptional divisor associated with R. 

(3) If (H3) =0 and (cl (X)·H2»0, thenj:=(fJlmHI: X--+Ycpdlm1mHI 
is a morphism onto a nonsingular projective surface Y, and j: X --+ Y is a 
conic bundle, i.e., every fiber Xy of j is isomorphic to a possibly singular 
conic in p2, where m is a sufficiently large integer. Moreover, we have: 

(i) [C] E R=R+[l] if and only if dimj(C)=O, where C is an ir-
reducible curve, 

(ii) p(X)=p(Y)+ 1, 
(iii) j-I(Z) is irreducible for any irreducible curve Z on Y. 
(4) If (H3)=0 and (cl (X)·H2):::;;;0, then H 2 =.0, (cl (XY+c2(X)·H) 

>0 and p(X)=2. Moreover, for a sufficiently large integer m, j: =(fJlmHI: 
X--+ Ycpdim1mHI is a surjective morphism onto a nonsigular complete curve 
Y whose arbitrary fiber Xy is an irreducible and reduced surface with (/Jx~ 

ample, where (/J x y is the dualizing invertible sheaf of Xy; j: X --+ Y is called 
a del Pezzo fiber space. For any irreducible curve C on X, [C] E R=R+[l] 
if and only if dimj(C)=O. 

We have an analogue for a nonsingular projective surface S with Ks 
not numerically effective. As in the case of algebraic threefolds, there 
exists an extremal rational curve Ion S. If p(S)= 1 then -Ks is ample 
and hence S is isomorphic to P2. So, assume that p(S»2. Then there 
exists a numerically effective divisor H such that H 1. n NE(S) = R: = 
R+[l]. The extremal ray R is not numerically effective, i.e., (12)<0, if and 
only if (H2) >0. In this case, I is an exceptional curve of the first kind, 
and, for a sufficiently large integer m, Y'm: = (fJlmHI : S--+S' cpdirnlmHI is a 
birational morphism onto a nonsingular projective surface S' such that P 
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:=CPm(l) is a point and CPm: S-I~S' -{P} is an isomorphism. Conversely, 
if I is an exceptional curve of the first kind on S, then I is an extremal 
rational curve such that R:=R+[l] is not numerically effective. Thus the 
absence of extremal rational curves which are not numerically effective is 
equivalent to the condition that S is relatively minimal. On the other 
hand, if R is numerically effective, then f: =iJ)lmHI: S~CcPdimlmHI is a 
surjective morphism onto a nonsingular complete curve C for a sufficiently 
large integer m, and S is, in fact, a pI-bundle over C. Moreover, anir
reducible curve Z is a fiber of f if and only if [Z] E R. 

However, in the case of algebraic threefolds, the assertion (1) shows 
that we cannot necessarily contract D to a smooth point or a smooth 
curve. Reid remarked that the point P has only canonical (hence rational) 
singularity of index 1 (in the cases (ii) and (iii) and index 2 (in the case 
(iv». The fact that the new threefold X' (:=Xm ) obtained from X by 
contracting D acquires a canonical singularity seems to be an obstacle (or 
a key result) to finding (or defining) a relatively minimal model of X in the 
correct sense. 

Meanwhile, Mori's theory contains the following result: Let f: X~ 
Y be a birationa1 morphism of nonsingular projective threefolds. If f is 
not an isomorphism, then X contains an extremal rational curve I such 
thatf*I=O. The extremal ray R:=RJl] is not numerically effective andf 
factors through contR : X~XI:=contR (X), i.e., f=g·contR with g: XI~ 
Y, and the exceptional set off contains the exceptional divisor D associated 
with R. This result implies the following, which is a special case of 
Danilov's result [6]: 

Let f: X ~ Y be a small birationa1 morphism of nonsingular pro
jective threefolds; namely, dimf-I(y)< 1 for every point y E Y. Thenfis 
decomposed into a product of blowing-ups along nonsingular curves. 

In general, we have no further results. 
In view of Mori's theory, when we consider algebraic threefolds whose 

canonical divisors are not numerically effective, the following three classes 
remain to be studied further. 

( I) A threefold X having a conic bundle structure f: X ~ Y over a 
nonsingular projective surface Y such that p(X) = pC Y) + 1 ; 

(II) A threefold X which is a del Pezzo fiber space f: X ~ Y over a 
nonsingular projective curve Y, and p(X)=2; 

(III) p(X) = 1. In this case, - Kx is ample, hence X is a Fano three
fold with p(X) = 1; this class was thoroughly investigated by Iskovskih [16, 
18], as we mention again later. 

( I) A conic bundle f: X ~ Y is said to be standard if Pic X ~I* Pic Y 
EBZKx ; this is equivalent to saying that p(X)=p(Y)+ 1 and the generic 
fiber off is a conic defined over the function field k( Y) without any k( Y)-
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rational points. Concerning the rigidity of a given conic fibration f: X--l> 
Y, Sarkisov [37] proved the following result: 

Let Y be a nonsingular projective surface with x( (1Jy) > 1 and let f: X 
,-+Y bea standard conic bundle such that 14Ky+.111*9>, where .11 is the 
degeneracy locus off Then the given conic fibration f: X --l> Y is rigid in 
the following sense: Let f': X --l> Y' be a rational mapping whose general 
fibers are rational curves; then there are birational mappings ~: X --l> X and 
r;: Y --l> Y' such that f' . ~ = r;·f Therefore X is irrational. 

Indeed, Sarkisov succeeded in constructing an example of a unira
tional, irrational threefold X with a standard conic bundle structure such 
that H3(X, Z)=(O); note that the torsion subgroup of H3(X, Z) is a bira
tional invariant [1]. 

His proof depends on an extension of the arguments of Iskovskih
Manin [21] used to prove that a smooth quartic hypersurface in p4 is not 
rational. The condition X((1Jy);:;:::: 1 implies that either Y is not ruled or Y 
is rational. So, one has to care about this latter case. 

On the other hand, iff: X--l>P2 is a conic bundle such that .11 is non
singular, Beauville [4] established an isomorphism between the Chow group 
(AJ)O(X) = {I-cycles algebraically equivalent to O} / (rational equivalence) 
and the k-rational points of the Prym variety of the pseudo-covering 
G(f)/.11 associated with f: X--l>P2. Thereby, he proved the irrationality 
of certain conic bundles. 

(II) We have little knowledge on del Pezzo fiber spaces f: X--l>Y 
with p(X) = 2. Let r; be the generic point of Y and let F be the generic 
fiber X~ off Since p(X) = 2, F is a relatively minimal model defined over 
k(r;) in the sense of Iskovskih [20], in view of which we have the following 
result. 

Let f: X --l> Y be as above. Then - KF is ample on F, Pic F ~ Z, and 
one of the following cases takes place: 

(1) - KF is divisible by 3 in Pic F; then X is a p 2-bundle over Y; 
(2) - KF is divisible by 2 in Pic F; then X is a quadric bundle over 

Y, i.e., all fibers off are isomorphic to a possibly singular quadric in p 3 ; 

(3) - KF is a generator of Pic F; then a general fiber Xv off contains 
finitely many exceptional curves of the first kind; there exists an irreducible 
reduced divisor Z on X such that Z n Xv is the union of all exceptional 
curves of the first kind contained in Xv; moreover, I~(K~)<6. 

(III) Before stating relevant results in the last case, we shall make 
several comments on Fano threefolds. An algebraic threefold X is called 
a Fano threefold (or a Fano variety) if -Kx is ample; this notion is, of 
course, a generalization of that of a del Pezzo surface in the two-dimen
sional case. The largest (positive) integer r, which divides -Kx in Pic X 
is called the index of X; then r<4, and we may write -Kx-rH with HE 
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Pic X. Iskovskih [16, 17, IS] succeeded in modernizing the old theory of 
Fano threefolds originated by G. Fano. More precisely, he classified all 
Fano threefolds with index r>2 or with Picard number p=l, under the 
assumption that the linear system IHI contains a smooth member. How
ever, Shokurov [40] soon removed this restriction by proving that IHI con
tains a smooth member. 

Let X be a Fano threefold with p(X) = 1. The index r of X is not 
larger than 4. If r = 4 then X is isomorphic to P3. If r = 3 then X is iso
morphic to a quadric hypersurface Q2 in P4. If r = 2 there are five dif
ferent classes Vd (1 <d< 5) up to flat deformations, for which ( - KV.)3 = 
Sd: 

VI : a double covering of the Veronese cone W4, 

V2 : a double covering of p 3 branched in a quartic hypersurface, 
V3: a cubic hypersurface in P\ 
V4 : a complete intersection of type (2, 2) in P 5, 

V5: a section by a linear space of codimension 3 of the Grassmann 
variety G(l, 4)CP9 (Plucker embedding). 

If r= 1, they are divided into ten classes, for which the following assertions 
hold: 

(1) 
(2) 

(_KX)3 is even, 2::;( -KxY~22 and (_KX)3::f=20. 
-Kx is very ample except in the following two classes: 

V~: a double covering of p 3 branched in a sextic hypersurface, for 
which (_Kx)3=2, 

V~: a double covering of Q2CP4 branched in a surface of degree 8. 
(3) Except in V~ and V~, X (identified with the anti-canonical model 

in pdiml-Kxl) contains a line (cf. Shokulov [41], Reid [34]). 

More precisely, Shokurov proved the following result. 
Let X be a Fano threefold. An irreducible curve C on X is called a 

line if ( - Kx . C) = 1. Then just one of the following holds: (i) X con
tains a line; (ii) index (X»2; (iii) X~pl XP2. 

Recently, Mori and Mukai [28] gave a complete classification of Fano 
threefolds with the Picard number > 2. According to their results, there 
are eighty seven different classes up to flat smooth deformations. We only 
mention that Mori's theory plays a quite natural and significant role in 
this work (cf. Mukai's article in this volume). 

In the subsequent sections, we shall look into the details of these 
results. The third section where we attempt to account for a part of Mori's 
theory is based on various preprints of Mori's, among which we refer to 
[25, 26, 27]. 
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§ 2. Preliminary results 

2.1. Blowing-ups. Let X be a nonsingular projective threefold and 
let j: X' -,>. X be the blowing-up along a nonsingular subvariety Y, where 
dim Y = 0 or 1. Let Y' = j-I(Y). Then we have the following com
mutative diagram: 

If Y is a point then Y' ;;:,;P2, and if Y is a curve then Y' is a pI-bundle over 
Y. Let 1 be a line on p2 (or a fiber of the pI-fibration of Y' over Y, resp.) 
if Y is a point (or a curve, resp.). For a nonsingular complete variety T, 
we denote by Ai(T) the Chow group of codimension i cycles on T modulo 
numerical equivalence, and by A(T)=ffii Ai(T) the Chow ring graded by 
codimensions. Then the following assertions hold (cf. [18]): 

(1) A(X');;:,;j* A(X)ffiZY'ffiZI as an additive group, and j*(Y') = 
j*(I) =0 andj*j*(~)=~ for ~ E A(X); 

(2) the multiplicative structure of A(X') is given as follows; 
(i) Case where Y is a point: Y'2= -I, (y/3) = -(Y' ·/) = 1 and 

(Y' f*~)=(lf*~)=O for ~ E A(X); 
(ii) Case where Y is a curve: Y 12 =-j*Y+cl(NY/x)/, (y,a)= 

-cl(Ny/x), (Y' ./)= -1, Y' f*D=(Y·D)1 and (If*D)=O for DE AI(X), 
(Y' f*C)=(lf*C) = 0 for C E A2(X), and cl(Ny/x) + 2 - 2Pa(Y) = 
(cl(X). Y), where cl(Ny/x ) is the first Chern class of the normal bundle of 
YinX. 

Let ctCX) and ci(X') be the i-th Chern classes of X and X', respec
tively. Then the following assertions hold (cf. Porteous [32]): 

(i)' Case where Y is a point: cl(X') = j*cl(X) - 2Y', c2(X') = 
j*c2(X), and Ca(X') = Ca(X) + 2; 

(ii)' Case where Yis a curve: cl(X')=j*cl(X)- Y', c2(X')=j*c2(X) 
- Y'2_j*g*CI(Y), and ca(X')=ca(X)+2cI(Ny/x)+2-2pa(Y). 

2.2. Blowing-downs. Let X' be a nonsingular, projective threefold 
and let Y' be a codimension 1 subvariety of X' such that either Y' is iso
morphic to p2 or Y' is a pI-bundle over a nonsingular complete curve Y. 
As above, let I be a line on p2 if Y';;:,; p2 and a fiber of a pI-bundle if Y' 
is a PI-bundle over Y. Assume that (Y' ·/)= -1. Then there exist a 
complete nonsingular algebraic space X and a birational morphism j: X' 
-,>.X such thatjis the blowing-up of X along a nonsingular subvariety Y 
and Y' =j-I(y). As to when X is projective we have few criteria except 
in the following special cases: 
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(1) Let cp': X'-+S' be a conic bundle over a nonsingular projective 
surface. Assume that (Y' .Z)=O for a general fiber Z of cp'. Then X has 
a conic bundle structure cp: X-+S such thatcp.J=(1.Cp', where (1: S'-+S is 
a birational morphism with S nonsingular. In particular, X is projective. 

(2) Let cp': X'-+C be a del Pezzo fiber space over a nonsingular 
complete curve, whose Picard number p(X') is not necessarily 2. Assume 
that cp'(Y') = C and cp~(l)=O. Then X has a del Pezzo fiber space struc
ture cp: X-+C such that cp'=cp·f In particular, Xis projective. 

2.3. Cone of effective curves. Let X be a nonsingular projective 
variety of dimension n. We denote by N(X) the vector space over the 
reals R of dimension p(X), 

({I-cycles on X}/(=»@R(*). 
z 

The smallest convex cone in N(X) containing all effective I-cycles and 
closed under multiplications by the nonnegative reals R + is denoted by 
NE(X) and called the effective cone of curves. The closure NE(X) of 
NE(X) with respect to the metric topology of N(X) is called the closed 
cone of curves. Let D be a divisor on X. D is called pseudo-ample if 
(Ds. Y);:;::::O for every closed subvariety Y of dimension s (l~s~n). On 
the other hand, D is said to be numerically effective if (D. C);:;:::: 0 for every 
irreducible curve C on X. Then we know: 

(1) (Kleiman) A divisor D is pseudo-ample if and only if D is nu
merically effective. 

We denote by N(X)* the real vector space of dimension p(X), 

({Divisors on X}/(=»@R. 
z 

The convex cone generated by all pseudo-ample divisors on X is called the 
pseudo-ample cone of X and denoted by P(X). Note that 

(2) P(X) is the dual cone of NE(X), i.e., P(X)={D E N(X)* I (D· C) 
> 0 for every C E NE(X)}, and vice versa. 

Let PO(X) be the convex cone generated by all ample divisors on X. 
Then we have: 

(3) PO(X)=int P(X). 
In fact, this is = equivalent to the following criterion of ampleness by 
Kleiman: 

(4) Let II II be any norm on the real vector space N(X). Then a 
divisor D is ample if and only if there exists a real number c >0 such that 
(D· C);:;:::: c II q for every irreducible reduced curve C on X. 
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For these results, we refer to Kleiman [22] or Hartshorne [14]. 

§ 3. Several central lemmas in Mori's theory 

3.1. Let X be a nonsingular projective variety of dimension nand 
let L be an ample divisor on X. We consider the metric topology on N(X) 
and any norm II II which accords with the given metric topology. Let e 
be a positive number. Define 

N.(X)={Z E N(X)I(Z.cl(X»<e(Z.L)}, and 

NE.(X)=NE(X) n N,(X). 

Then the fundamental theorem on the shape of NE(X) is the following: 

Theorem. For an arbitrary positive number e, there exist a finite num
ber of rational curves II, ... , lyon X such that (It· cl(X»<n+ 1 for 1 <i<r 
and 

NE(X) =RJ/I] + ... +RJ/r]+NE.(X). 

In the proof of this result, essential roles are played by the following 
lemma and the reduction of the arguments to the case of positive charac
teristic. 

Lemma (Mori [23]). Let C be a nonsingular projective curve of genus 
g. Then,for any morphismf: C~X, there exist a morphism h: C~X and 
an effective I-cycle Z such that 

(a) (h*(C).cl(X»<ng, 
(b) an arbitrary irreducible component Z' of Z is a possibly singular 

rational curve with (Z'.cl(X»<n+ 1, 
(c) fiC) is algebraically equivalent to h*(C)+Z, f*(C)~hiC)+Z 

by notation. 
A halfline R=R+[Z] in NE(X) is called an extremal ray if (Z. cl(X» 

>0 and ZI' Zz E R whenever ZI+ZZ E Rand ZI' Zz E NE(X). A rational 
curve I on X is an extremal rational curve if (I. cl(X» ~ n + 1 and R 
:=RJI] is an extremal ray. In view of the above theorem, NE(X) is a 
convex polyhedral cone on the side cl(X»eL for every positive number e. 
Note that every extremal ray is spanned by an extremal rational curve. 
Therefore, X has an extremal rational curve if and only if Kg (= -cl(X» 
is not numerically effective. If -Kg is ample then X contains finitely 
many rational curves II, ... , lr such that (It·cI(X))~n+I for l<i<r and 
NE(X)=NE(X)=RJ/I]+ ... +R+[/r]. Indeed, taking e so that lie is a 
positive integer and e-Icl(X)-L is ample, we have only to apply the above 
theorem. 

Consider the case where n=2, i.e., X is a nonsingular projective 
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surface. Suppose that Kx is not numerically effective. Hence X has an 
extremal rational curve I. If p(X) = 1, then -Kx is ample and X is hence 
a del Pezzo surface; Xis, in fact, isomorphic to pz. So, we assume that 
p(X) > 1. We know that (12)<0 and that if (f2)<0 then 1 is an exceptional 
curve of the first kind, while if (12)=0 then I~PI, (12)=0 and dim 1/1=1. 
Conversely, let I be an exceptional curve of the first kind on X. Suppose 
that ZI +Zz==al with ZI> Zz E NE(X) and a>O. Let u: X---+Ybe the con
traction of I. Then U*(ZI) + u*(Zz) == 0 and u*(Z;) E NE(Y) (i= 1,2). 
Hence u*(Z;) = 0, i.e., Z; E R+[l], for i= 1, 2. Thus 1 is an extremal 
rational curve and R:=RJl] is an extremal ray. 

Let Xr be the nonsingular projective surface obtained from pz by 
blowing up r points PI> ... , Pr in general position. It is known that if 
0<r~8, Xr is a del Pezzo surface with p(X)=r+ 1. The shape of NE(X) 
=NE(X) is rather easy to describe. Let ,qiJ(X) be the section of NE(X) 
by a hyperplane not passing through the point of origin. Then ,qiJ(X) is 
an r-dimensional convex polyhedron which has as many vertices as excep
tional curves of the first kind on X if r > 2; 

· / 6 
r=O r=1 r=2 

However, if r>9, Xr is no longer a del Pezzo surface and Xrcontains in
finitely many exceptional curves of the first kind (cf. Nagata [31]; note also 
that Xr contains no rational curves C with C ~ pI and (CZ) = - 2). Thus, 
as we make a positive number e smaller and smaller, the cone NE(X) on 
the side cl(X»eL gets more and more extremal rays. 

Let X be a nonsingular projective variety of dimension n. X is said 
to be uniruled if the function field k(X) of X has a finite algebraic extension 
which is a simple transcendental extension of some subfield. If X is uni
ruled, then Kx is not numerically effective. Indeed, if f: Y---+X is a gener
ically finite surjective morphism of nonsingular projective varieties, then 
Ky-f*Kx+Bwith an effective divisor B on Y. Iffis birational thenKx 
- f*Kyo Suppose first that Y ~ pI X T. Then (Ky. C t ) = - 2 for Ct : = pI 
X {t} with t E T. More generally, if Y is birational to pI X T, we can 
readily see that Ky is not numerically effective and there exists an (n -1)
dimensional family of curves {C'}'ES such that (Ky. C.)<O. Now suppose 
that X is uniruled. Then there exists a generically finite surjective mor
phism f: Y---+X as above, where Y is birational to pI X T. Then, for a 
curve C. on Y with C.c;tSupp(B), we have (Kx-i*C.)=(f*Kx·C.)= 
(Ky. C.)-(B. C.)<O. Hence Kx is not numerically effective. 
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3.2. One of the results which are used effectively in Mori's theory is 
the following: 

Lemma. Let Y be an irreducible reduced projective Gorenstein surface 
defined over k such that Wj? is ample and X(£'9 y »O, where Wy is the dualizing 
invertible sheaf on Y. Then hl (£'9y ) =0 and hence x(£'9y ) = 1. 

We shall give the following 

Remark. Let Y be a surface as considered in the above lemma. If 
Y is normal, a precise structure of such a surface was clarified by Brenton 
[5] and Hidaka-Watanabe [15]. Let Y be a minimal resolution of singu
larities of Y. According to their result, Y is a rational surface or an 
elliptic ruled surface P(£'9/(f)2), where C is a nonsingular elliptic curve 
and 2 is a line bundle with deg 2 >0. If Y is a rational surface, then Y 
is isomorphic to Fn (n=O, 2), where Fn =P(£'9p1(f;£'9p1(n)), or obtained from 
p 2 by blowing up r points PI' .. " P r (r< 8) in such a position that 

(i) no four of them are collinear, 
( ii ) no seven of them lie on a conic, 
(iii) for each i, dilp,Pi (= the exceptional curve arising from the 

blowing-up of Pi) carries at most one P j ; in short, PI' .. " P r are in such 
a position that, after blowing up PI' .. " P" at most ( - 2)-curves appear 
on Y. 

When Y is rational, this is exactly the case which Demazure studied 
in [7]. The surface Y is obtained from Y by contracting all (- 2)-curves 
(when Y is rational) or the minimal section of P(£'9c(f;2) (when Y is 
elliptic ruled). Consider first the case where Y = P( £'9 c(f;2) with d: = deg 2 
>0. If 2 is very ample, i.e., d> 3, then Wy:l is very ample and Y is iso
morphic to a cone over a nonsingular elliptic curve C of degree din P d - I • 

If d= 1 or 2, then Y is not embedded into a projective space as an 
elliptic cone. Consider next the case where Y is rational. If either Y is 
isomorphic to Fn (n=0,2) or Y=dilp1"",PrP2 with 0<r<6, then Y is 
embedded into the projective space pa as a surface of degree d, where d= 
(w}). Namely, Wy:l is very ample. However, if r=7 or 8, Wy:l is not very 
ample. In fact, Wj? is very ample if r=7 and wy:s is very ample if r=8. 
Moreover, in the last two cases, Y cannot be embedded into a projective 
space pn as a surface of degree n. 

Now consider the case where Y is not necessarily normal. We use 
the following notations: rr: Y ---+Y is the normalization of Y, J is the 
conductor ideal, E= Vy(J) and E= Vy(J). Then E~PI and E is iso
morphic to a conic. Goto and, then independently, Reid (cf. [35]) proved 
that HI(wy:n)=o for every integer n. Suppose that Wy:l is very ample. 
Then Y is embedded into p d as a surface of degree d, where d:=(w~). 
By virtue of Nagata [30; I. Th. 8 and Prop. 11], Y is obtained as a pro-
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jection of a surface X in pd+1 with the center outside of the surface X, 
where deg X = d. As is well-known [ibid.; Th. 7], such a surface X is 
isomorphic to one of the following: 

(i) d=l and X=pz, 
(ii) d=4 and X is the Veronese transform of pz, 
(iii) d=2,3, .. ·, X = F" where d-s-2 is a non-negative even 

integer; X is embedded into pd+1 by 1M + Hd+s)l I, where M (resp. I) is 
the minimal section (resp. a fiber) of F., 

(iv) d=2,3,···, and X is a cone over a rational curve of degreed 
in Pd. 

In order to obtain Y from X, we have to exclude trivially unsuitable 
cases: (i), d=2 in (iii), d=2 in (iv). There are examples for which E~ 
pI, E~P'+P' and E~a double line, respectively: 

(1) Y=a point projection of the Veronese transform of pz in p5; 
e.g., (ro, XOXI'~' XoXz, XIXZ' x~)t:-~(ro, XOXI' x~, XoXz, ~); 

(2) Y=a cone over a plane nodal cubic; 
(3) Y = a cone over a plane cuspidal cubic. 

However, we have no further informations as to when (f)yl is not very 
ample. For example, we may ask the following questions: 

(1) Does Sing (Y) coincide with E? Namely, does Y have isolated 
singular points? 

(2) Is (f)yB very ample? 

3.3. The following result is used in Mori's theory to test whether a 
given curve (mostly belonging to an extremal ray) moves in a positive
dimensional family. 

Lemma. Let X be a nonsingular projective threefold and let C be an 
irreducible reduced curve on X such that (Kx · C)<O and that X«(!Jo,)"?:.Ofor 
everyone-dimensional closed subscheme C' of X with C;ed = C.· Then C ~ 
pI and one of the following cases takes place: 

(1) No/x~(!J( -l)ffi(!J and hence (Kx · C)= -1, 
(2) No/x ~ (!f92 and C is numerically effective, 
(3) No/x~(!Jo(l)ffi(!Jo( -2) and C is numerically effective; moreover, 

let f be the ideal defined by of 0 -::J f -::J of~and f = (!J 0(2) + of~, of 0 being 
the ideal defining C in X; then f/fz~(!Jx/fffi(!Jx/f. 

Remark. Referring to the results stated in § 1 concerning Mori's 
theory, we consider a nonsingular rational curve C as chosen in each of 
the cases as follows. 

( I) R is not numerically effective: 
Case E, : H·D=t=O on D and D is a pI-bundle over a nonsingular 

curve Y; C is a fiber of the pI-fibration of D; 
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Case E2 : H·D=.O on D, D~p2 and £PD(D)~£Pp2(-I); C is a line 
on p2; 

Case E3: H·D=.O on D, D~PIXPI and £PD(D)~£PPlxpl(-I, -1); 
C=(S)XPI with (s) E pI; 

Case E4: H·D=.O on D, D~a quadric cone V in p3 and £PD(D)~ 
Ov( -1); C is a generator of the cone V; 

Case E5: H·D=.O on D, D~p2 and £PD(D)~£Pp2( -2); C is a line 
on P2. 

(II) R is numerically effective and f: X ---+ Y is a conic bundle. 
Case CI: fis not a pI-fiber bundle; hence the conic fibration con

tains a degenerate fiber; C is an irreducible (reduced) component of a 
degenerate fiber and Cg is a general fiber off; 

Case C2 : fis a pI-fiber bundle; C is a fiber off. 
(III) R is numerically effective and f: X---+Y is a del Pezzo fiber 

space. 
Case D I : f: X ---+ Y is not a P2-bundle nor a quadric bundle; C is an 

exceptional curve of the first kind contained in a general fiber off; 
Case Dz: f: X ---+ Y is a quadric bundle; C is a fiber of one of two

distinct pl-fibrations on a general fiber off; 
Case D3: f: X ---+ Y is a p2-bundle; C is a line on a general fiber off. 

The curve C as chosen as above satisfies the condition: 

-(Kx · C)=min {-(Kx·B)IB is a curve such that [B] E R=R+[l]). 

We have the following list: 

Type -(Kx· C) Nc/x 

EI 1 £PEB£p(-I) (*) 

E2 2 £p(I)EB£P( -1) not (*) 

E3 1 £PEB£P( -1) 

E4 1 £PEB£P( -1) 

E5 1 £P(1 )EB£P( - 2) 

£PEB£P( -1) C+C' is a fiber off; C*,C'; (*) 
CI 1 

£P(1 )EB£P( - 2) 2C is a fiber off; (*) 

C2 2 £PEB£P (*) 

DI 1 £PEB£P( -1) 

D2 2 £PEB£P 

D3 3 £P(1)EB£P not (*) 
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In the above list, (*) means that the curve C enjoys the property that x((fJc') 
~O for every I-dimensional closed sub scheme C' of X with C;"d = C. 

3.4. We only note that the following result froin Fujita's theory of 
Lf-genus is used to determine D and (fJD(D) in the case E t (i=2, 3, 4, 5). 

Lemma [9; Th. 4.8]. Let D be an irreducible reduced scheme defined 
over k and let M be an ample Cartier divisor on D. Set LI(D, M):=dim D 
+(MdimD)_ho(D, M). Then the following assertions hold: 

(1) LI(D, M»dim Bs IMI, where Bs IMI denotes the set of base 
points of 1M I and dimBs IMI= -1 if Bs IMI=cp; 

(2) LI(D, M)=O implies that D is normal, Cohen-Macaulay and M is 
very ample. 

§ 4. Conic bundles 

In this section, we shall gather together most of the basic results con
<Cerning the conic bundles over a nonsingular projective surface. On the 
analogy of relatively minimal ruled surfaces, we introduce the notion of a 
standard conic bundle and its degeneracy locus and explain how to pro
duce a standard conic bundle from the given"general" conic bundle; this 
is done by contracting extra components of codimension 1 lying over the 
degeneracy locus. Then, in order to change a conic bundle within its 
birational class so that the degeneracy locus acquires the properties which 
match better for specific purposes, we introduce two operations called the 
'SO-process and the .a-process. Next, we consider a conical fibration over 
an irreducible projective surface S which, roughly speaking, corresponds 
to a plane conic defined over the function field k(S). The notion of 
conical fibration plays an important role, when we consider the problems 
of birational nature on a given conic bundle, e.g., the problem of deter
mining whether or not a conic bundle is irrational over the base field k. 
Concerning a conical fibration, there is a result due to Zagorskih [42], 
according to which a conical fibration is birationally equivalent to a 
(standard) conic bundle. Since the original proof of Zagorskih contains 
a gap, we present another proof based on his idea. Finally, depending 
on the paper by Artin-Mumford [1], we shall give a result which assures 
the existence of conic bundles in some special, though effective in practical 
use, cases. 

4.1. A nonsingular projective threefold X is called a conic bundle 
over a nonsingular projective surface Y if there exists a surjective mor
phismf: X -+ Y such that every fiber XII is isomorphic to a possibly singular 
conic in P2. A conic bundle f: X -+ Y is said to be standard if Pic X = 
f*Pic YEf)ZKx ' 
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Lemma (cf. [4; Prop. 1.2]). Let f: X ~Y be a conic bundle. Then 
the following assertions hold: 

(1) There exists a vector bundle Iff of rank 3 over Y, a line bundle ..It 
over Y and a section q E HO(y, g'2(1ff)®.A'2) such that X is isomorphic to the 
zero locus of q in P(Iff®.A'):=Proj (1ff®.A'). 

(2) There exists a curve ,11 on Y satisfying the properties: 
( i ) ,11 has only normal crossing as singularities; 
(ii) Xv is a smooth conic, a reducible conic or a double line according 

as y $ ,11' Y E ,11-Sing ,11 or y E Sing ,11' respectively. 
The curve ,11 on Y is called the degeneracy locus (or the discriminant 

locus) of the conic bundlef: X~Y. If ,11 is nonsingular (singular, resp.), 
the conic bundlef: X~Yis called ordinary (special, resp.). 

4.2. Let C be a connected reduced curve having only ordinary 
double points as singularities. A double covering 7r: C~C is called a 
pseudo-covering if the following conditions are satisfied: 

(1) If SEC is a smooth point, there exists an open neighborhood 
U of sin C such that 7ru: 7r-I(U)~U is an etale covering of degree 2; 

(2) if SEC is a singular point and if & •. c~k[[u, v]]/(uv) then 7r- I (s) 
= {s} and &8.l'~k[[x, y]]/(xy) with 7r*U=X2 and 7r*v= y2. 

For a conic bundlef: X~Y, define g: G(f)~,1lc Yas follows: 

G(f)v:={lines in XvcPi(v)} 

g: G(f)~ Y is the natural mapping. 

Then the image of g is apparently the discriminant locus ,11. 

Lemma [4; Prop. 1.5]. Letf: X~Y be a conic bundle and let ,1f be 
the discriminant locus off Iff is ordinary, then g: G(f)~,11 is an etale 
covering of degree 2; iff is special, theng: G(f)~,11 is apseudo-covering. 

Remark. Assume that a conic bundle f:X~Y satisfies thecondi
tion: For every irreducible curve C on Y, f-I(C) is irreducible. Assume 
furthermore that ,1f =FfjJ. Then every nonsingular rational component of 
,11 (if it exists at all) meets other components of ,11 in at least two points. 

In the subsequent two paragraphs, we shall define, afterSarkisov [37], 
two fundamental transformations on conic bundles, the "q>-process" and 
the "f3-process". 

4.3. Letf: X~Ybe a conic bundle. Let B be a nonsingular com
plete curve on X such that f: B~ feB) is an isomorphism and feB) n ,1 f = p. 
Let p.: X'~Xbe the blowing-up with center B, let E:=p.-I(B), let Z:= 
f-I(f(B)) and let Z':=p.'(Z) be the proper transform of Z, where Z'~Z. 
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Let I be a fiber of the ruled surface Z'-+f(B). Since O=(p(l)·Z)=(I.Z') 
+(l·E)=(I·Z')+l, we have (I·Z')=-1. Thus Z' is contractible. 
Namely, there exist a nonsingular projective threefold Xl and a birational 
morphism PI: X'-+Xl such that Bl:=Pl(Z') is a nonsingular curve and PI 
is the blowing-up with center Bl (cf. Remark 2.2). Moreover, Xl has a 
conic bundle structure over Y, h: Xc~ Y; 

X' 

7elm~ 
Xl +-----'----- X 

~/t 
Y 

The process of obtaining Xl from X is called the elementary transformation 
with center B (or the cp-process with center B, for short). The conic bundle 
h: Xl-+Yis standard iff: X-+Yis a standard conic bundle (cf. [37]). 

4.4. Lemma. Let f: X -+ Y be a conic bundle and let a: Y' -+ Y be the 
blowing-up with center at a point y e Y. Then there exist a conic bundle 
1': X'-+Y' and a birational mapping -r: X'-+X such that a.J'=f·-r. Fur
thermore, f': X' -+ Y' is standard if so is f: X -+ Y. Then f': X' -+ Y' is said 
to be obtainedfromf: X-+Y by the j3-process with center at y. 

Proof We consider separately the following three cases: (I) y ~ Llf' 
(II) yeLl f '- Sing LI f' (III) y e Sing LI f. 

(I) Suppose that y ~ Llf . Let X'=XX y Y' and let -r: X'-+Xbe 
the first projection. Then -r is the blowing-up with center at Xy~Pl. 
Hence X' is smooth, and the second projectionf': X' -+ Y' endows X' with 
a conic bundle structure. Let E:=-r-l(Xy)=f'-I(a-l(y)). Then Kx'= 
-r* Kx + E and Pic X' = -r* Pic XffiZE. Then it is easy to see that f': X' 
-+ Y' is standard if so is f: X -+ Y. 

(II) Suppose that yeLl f- Sing LI f. Then Xy =Ll U 4. with Ll ~L2 
~P}.. Let PI: Xl-+Xbe the blowing-up with center at Ll and let P2: X2 
-+Xl be the blowing-up with center at the proper transform P~(L2). Let 
El :=Pl1(Ll) and let E2:=P21(p~L2). We show that E2 is a quadric Fo~ 
pI XPI and E2 is contractible onto a fiber of the ruling E2-+P~L2. 

Indeed, let T be a nonsingular complete curve on Y such that T meets 
LI f transversally at y and let Z: = f-l(T). Then Z is nonsingular along Xy 
cZ, NZ/XILl~@L' and (LDz= -1. Froman exact sequence, 

O~NLl/Z~NL,/x~Nz/XILl~O 

(\\ (\\ 
@d-l) @L, 
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we deduce that NLI/X~(!)EB(!)( -1). Therefore, EI =P(NtIlX)~FI (cf. 3.2), 
where P(Nt,/x) = Proj (S~L,(Nt,/x)). Let L;: = P~(L2) and Z': = p~(Z). 
It is clear that (Z'.L;)= -1, (EI·L;)= 1 and (L;2)Z' = -1. Therefore we 
have an exact sequence 

O----+NL' /z,----+NL, /XI----+NZ' /XIIL2----+0 

(112 2 (II 
(!)L~(-l) (!)L~(-I) 

Hence NL,/XI~(!)( -l)EB(!)( -1) and E2=P(Nt2/X,)~Fo. Let 12 and S2 be 
fibers of two distinct pi-fibrations of Fo. Then E21E2~ -/2-S2. Indeed, 
(Ei)= -cl(NL,/XI)=2 and (E2 ·12)=(E~./2)E2= -1. Hence, writing E21E2~ 
a/2 + j3S2' we easily obtain a = 13 = -1. Therefore, (E2· S2) = -1. This 
implies that E2 is contractible onto the generator 12. Denote by v: X2-+X' 
the contraction of E2 , where X' is, for the moment, a nonsingular alge
braic space of dimension 3. We shall show that X' has a conic bundle 
structure f': X'-+ Y, which makes X' projective as well. 

Let A be a very ample divisor on Y and let I D I = I f* A I. We claim 
that: 

(1) I p* D - pt EI - E21 cuts on pt EI = p;EI a pencil without base 
points and such that every member except one is a nonsingular rational 
curve, while one member consists of two irreducible components, where 
P:=PI·P2; 

(2) (p*D-ptEI-E2·S2)=0. 
In order to verify these assertions, write (P{ D - EI) lEI ~ all + j3SH 

where II is a fiber of EI and SI is the minimal section of EI. Then (P{ D
E� ./1)= -(EI ./1)= 1, whence 13= 1. Note that TrEIlp{D-EII has a unique 
base point P: = EI n L;. On the other hand, we have 

«P{ D-Ej )2. EI)= «P{ DY· EI)- 2(p{ D· ED+ (ED 

= (D2. L I) + 2(D. L I) - cl(NLI/x) = 1. 

Hence (SI + all)2 = -1 +2a= 1, i.e., a= 1. Therefore, TrEI Ip{ D-EII is a 
pencil of rational curves, whose unique singular fiber is SI + II. Let E~ 
:=p;EI. The blowing-up of XI with center at L; induces the blowing-up 
of EI with center at P. Thus p;(Tr EI I P{ D - EI J) is a pencil of rational 
curves without base points, whose section is E2 n E~ and whose unique 
singular fiber is P;(SI + II). Note that 

(p*D-E~ -E2·S2)= -(E~ .S2)-( -s2-/2 .S2)E2= -1 + 1 =0. 

Therefore the linear system I p* D - E~ - E21 defines a flat morphism f': X' 
-+ Y' such that f' induces an isomorphism between P21(P) = E2 n E~ and 
a-I(y). Note that .::1/,=0"(.::1/). 
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We can show thatI': X'~Y' is standard if so isf: X~Y. 
(III) Suppose that y E Sing LI r Then y is an ordinary double point 

of Llr Let Ll:=(XlI)red~P1, let PI: Xl~Xbe the blowing-up with center 
at Ll and letEl: = Pll(Ll). Let A be a very ample divisor on Y and let D 
: = f* A. Then the following assertions hold, which we state without proof. 

(1) Let Z be a general member of IDI-X". Then Z has two ordi
nary double points lying on L l , and is smooth elsewhere. 

(2) The linear system IptD-Ed has a base curve Sl on El" 
(3) NL./X~(!J( -2)E9(!J(1) and El =P(Nt"x)~F3' where the above Sl 

is the minimal section. 
(4) Let Z':=p~(Z). Then Z' is a smooth ruled surface, and Z' . EI1Z' 

=sl+I?)+I?), where (sDz,=-1 and (lii»)~,=-2 for i=l, 2. On the 
other hand, Z' . EI1E,=SI +li1) +/~2) with (SDE. = -3 and (/~i»)~,=O for i= 
1,2. 

(5) Let P2: X2~Xl be the blowing-up along Lz:=su let EZ :=p2"l(Lz) 
and let E~:=p~(El). Theil NL./x,~(!J(-I)E9(!J( -1) and Ez=P(Nt./x)~Fo. 
Let Iz and S2 be a fiber and a minimal section of Ez, respectively. 

(6) E~.Ez'E,-s2+2/z and E~.EzIE~-SI if we identify E~ with El. 
mIE.- -s2-/2 and E2 is contractible analytically onto a fiber Iz• 

(7) TrE~ Ip*D-E~-2Ezl is a pencil contained in 12/11 and (p*D-E~ 
-2Ez·s2)=O. 

(8) Let lJ: Xz~X' be the contraction of E2 onto a fiber 12. Then 
lJ* I P* D - E~ - 2E21 defines a conic bundle structure f': X' ~ Y' such that 

(i) a-l(y)cLlf, 
(ii) X~, is a reducible conic if y' E a-l(y)_(a-l(y) na'Llf) and X~, is 

a double line if y' E a-ley) n a'Ll f. 
(9) The conic bundle 1': X' ~ Y' is standard if so is f: X ~ Y. 

Remark. The notations and the assumptions being the same as 
above, if Xv is a reducible conic, there are two different .a-processes with 
center at y. Namely, one is to blow up Ll first and L~ next, and the other 
is to blow up L2 first and ~ next. 

We have the following result: 

Corollary. Let f': X' ~ Y' be the conic bundle obtained from a conic 
bundlef: X~Y by the .a-process with center at y E Y. Then Llf,=a*Llf if 
y ~ Ll f and Llf' =a*(Llf)-a*(y) ify E Llr 

Remark. Let f: X ~ Y be a conic bundle. Suppose that there exists 
an exceptional curve r of the first kind on Y such that r n LI f = <p. Let 
r: = f-1Cr). Then r is a relatively minimal ruled surface with the pi-fibra
tion induced by f Let I be its fiber and S a minimal section. Then (r .s) 
=CP·s)r= -(/.s)= -l. Hence if r~Fo, then r is contractible onto a 
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fiber I. Namely, there exists a conic bundle J: X~Y such that Y =cont, Y, 
Q=contr rand X=contr X, and thatf: X~Y is obtained from J: X~Y 
by the j9-process with center at Q. However, r is not necessarily isomor
phic to Fo. A counterexample can be constructed as follows: Start with 
a conic bundle J: X~Y and an irreducible curve Con Y with an ordinary 
n-ple point Q, where Q ~ J , . By applyingj9-processes to J: X~Y, we may 
assume that CnJ,=r/J. Let a: Y~Y be the blowing-up of Q, let r:= 
a-1(Q), let C:=a'(C) and let J;: Xl~Y be the base change of J: X~Y 
relative to a: Y ~ Y. Then r I: = J;-I(r) is isomorphic to Fo. Let C n r = 
{PI' .. " P n}, let SI be a minimal section of r l and let Pi: _.J;-l(Pi) n SI 

for 1 <i<n. We assume that C is a nonsingular curve of genus g. Let 
Z:=J;-l(C). Then Z is a relatively minimal ruled surface over C. Let I 
be a fiber of Z and let b be a section of Z. For m~O, we know that 
dim Ib+mllz=2m-a+2(1-g), where a= -(b2)z. Then a general mem
ber b l of Ib+m1Iz- L:i=l Pt is an irreducible curve if m~O. Let f: X~ 
Y be the conic bundle obtained from J; : XI~ Y by the SO-process with center 
at bt. Let r :=f-t(r). Then it is apparent that r is obtained from r l 

by means of elementary transformations at the points PI' ... , P n' Hence 
r ~Fn' Since n can be an arbitrary nonnegative integer, this is one of the 
required counterexamples. 

4.5. Lemma. Let f: X~Y be a conic bundle. Then thelol/owing 
conditions are equivalent to each other: 

(1) A general fiber XII is an extremal rational curve. 
(2) p(X)=p(Y)+ 1. 
(3) For any irreducible curve Con Y,f-I(C) is irreducible. 

Proof. (1):?(3). Suppose that f-t(C)= Dt U Dz for an irreducible 
curve C. Then CcJ" and Dl and Dz are irreducible reduced surfaces. 
Letybeageneral point of C and write XI/=/I+/z with ltCDt(i=I,2). 
Then clearly (II' Dz) = (/z' DI) = 1. Hence (II' Dt) = (/z' Dz) = -1. However, 
since [II]' [12] E RJXII,] with a general point y' of Y, we have [It]=ai[Xy'] 
and (Dt·XII,)=O. Hence (It·Dt)=O. This is a contradiction. Thus 
f-I(C) is irreducible for every irreducible curve Con Y. 

(3)=?(2). Let D be a divisor on X. Define D' by D': = 2D + 
(D.Xy)Kx . Then (D'.XII)=O for every fiber XI/ off. We shall show that 
D'-f*N for some divisor Non Y. Since Pic (X~)~Z for the generic 
point 'Y) of Y, we may assume that every irreducible component of D' has 
the image of dimension one on Y. Thus, for our purpose, we may assume 
that D' is an irreducible reduced surface with (D',XI/)=O. Let C=f(D'), 
which is an irreducible reduced curve. By the hypothesis, f*( C) is an 
irreducible reduced surface such that D' < f* (C). Hence D' = f*( C). 
Hence p(X)=p(Y)+ 1. 
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(2)=}(1). Clearly, (Xy' cl(X)) =2>0. We shall show that R=R+[Xy] 
is an extremal ray. Suppose that ~+7)=a[Xy] with~, 7) E NE(X) and a E 

R+. Thenf*~+f*7)=af*Xy=O on Y, where f*~ and f*7) are effective 1-
cycles on Y. Hence f*~ = f*7) = O. This implies that both ~ and 7) are R + -

linear combinations of irreducible components of fibers of f However, 
since p(X)=p(Y)+l, we have NE(X)n(f*PicYQ9z R)J..=RJXy]' 
Therefore e, 7) E R+[Xy]. Namely, Xy is an extremal rational curve. 

Q.E.D. 

4.6. Lemma (cf. [28]). Let f: X -+ Y be a conic bundle. Let C be an 
irreducible curve on Y such that f-I(C) is reducible and let f-I(C)=D I U D2, 

where DI and Dz are irreducible reduced surfaces. Then the following as
sertions hold: 

(1) C<:;Llf-Sing Llf and C is smooth. 
(2) For i= 1, 2, there exist a conic bundle It: X i-+ Y and the contrac

tion 8 i: X -+ Xi of D i to a nonsingular curve such that f = It . 8 i' 

Remark. The above lemmas imply that, given a conic bundle f: X-+ . 
Y, a composition of contractions of pI-bundles onto nonsingular curves 
applied to X provides us with a conic bundle 1: X-+Y with p(X)=p(Y) 
+1. 

4.7. Recall that a conic bundle f: X -+ Y is said to be standard if 
Pic X~f* Pic YE£)ZKx ' The following result is an easy consequence of 
the definitions. 

Lemma. Letf:X-+Y be a conic bundle with p(X)=p(Y)+ 1. Then 
the following conditions are equivalent to each other: 

(1) f: X -+ Y is not a standard conic bundle; 
(2) f: X -+ Y is a pI-bundle in the Zariski topology. 

Remark. (1) It is clear that if a conic bundle f: X -+ Y is standard, 
then we have p(X)=p(Y)+ 1. Thus the above lemma asserts that if one 
excludes pI-bundles in the Zariski topology, two conditions "standard" 
and "p(X)=p(Y)+ I" are equivalent. 

(2) If a conic bundle f: X -+ Y satisfies the condition p(X) = p( Y) + 1 
and Llf=Frfi, then the generic fiber X~ is not rational over k(7))=k(Y). 

4.8. As a generalization of the notion of conic bundle, we introduce 
the notion of conical fibration. Let V be an irreducible projective variety 
defined over k. A structure of conical fibration over an irreducible pro
jective variety S is a dominant mapping IT: V-+S, whose general fibers are 
rational curves. Two conical fibrations IT: V -+S and IT': V' -+ S' are 
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equivalent to each other if there exist birational mappings .:1: V ~ V'· and 
1): S~S' such that 1/:' • .:1=7j.7r. 

We shall prove the following result due to Zagorskih. Since his 
original proof contains a gap, we propose another proof. 

Theorem (cf. Zagorskih [42]). Let g: V~S be a conical fibration over 
an irreducible projective surface S. Then there exists a conic bundle f: X ~ 
Y such that p(X)=p(Y)+ 1.andf: X~Yis equivalent to g: V~S. 

Proof. The proof consists of three steps. 
( I) Resolving the singularities on V and S and the indeterminacy 

of g by blowing-ups on V and S, we may assume that 
(1) V and S are nonsingular; 
(2) g is a morphism whose general fibers are isomorphic to pi, al

though g may not be flat. 
If the generic fiber V~ is rational over k(7j)=k(S), the assertion holds 
clearly. In fact, g: V~S is equivalent to the trivial pi-bundle PI: SXPI 
~S. Therefore we assume henceforth that V~ is not rational over k(7j). 

There exists an open set U of S such that every closed fiber of g u: Vu 
:=g-I(U)~U is a nonsingular rational curve. Let:if" be the relative 
canonical sheaf Q~uIU on Vu. Letc&" u:=(gU)~:if"-I. Then, as in Lemma 
4.1, there exists a section qu of HO(P(c&" u), (f}p(lu)(2)®p* vl(2) such that Vu, 
embedded into P(c&"u) as a U-scheme, is identified with the zero locus of 
qu, where p: P( c&" u)-+ U is the canonical projection and vi{ is an invertible 
sheaf on U. 

By shrinking U if necessary, we assume that c&" u (resp. vI{) is a trivial 
(f}u-bundle of rank 3 (resp~ rank 1). Hence P(c&"u)~ UXP~. Choose a 
system of homogeneous coordinates (Xo, XI' X2) on P~ and write qu in the 
form: 

By shrinking U again if necessary, we may assume that the matrix 

is a diagonal matrix, i.e.,ajj=O for i#:.j; this is possible after a suitable 
change of homogeneous coordinates of Ux P~. Thus we have 

qu=aoX~+a,X1+a2X~ with a j E F(U, (f}s). 

Identify P( c&" u) with an open set of S X k P~ = P; and let W be the closure 
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in Pi of Vu: qu=O. Let)'t': W---+S be the canonical projection. This 
process is construed in the following way: Associating qu with (ao, ai, a2), 
identify qu with a regular section of r(U, (1.J~3) and extend it to a regular 
section q E res, (1.J~3@.4) in such a way that the zero locus W of q is ir
reducible, where .4 is an invertible sheaf on S and is chosen so that q, 
extending qu, has no common zero divisors. 

Suppose that q (or (ao, al> a2» has a common zero PI' Let UI: SI---+S 
be the blowing-up of PI and let EI :=u11(PI). Let }.I1=min{}.IP1(ai)!i= 
0, 1, 2}, where }.Ip,(a) is defined as the largest integer n such that a E IDC~, 
and a ~ IDC~:\ IDCP1 being the maximal ideal of (1.Jp!.s' Then considering 
the proper transform ql of q in r(SI' ut((1.J~3@.4)@(1.J( -}.IIEI», we can 
reduce the order of zero of q at PI by}.ll' We apply this operation at all 
common zeroes (including infinitely near common zeroes) of ao, al> a2, and 
we may assume that the equation q=aoX~+aIX~+a2X; satisfies the con
ditions: 

(i) ao, ai, a2 are regular sections of res, .4), where .4 is an inver 
tible sheaf on S; 

(ii) ao, al> a2 have no common zeroes; in other words, the variety 
W defined by q=O does not contain any fiber of Pi---+S. 

However, W might not be smooth. In the next step, we shall con
sider how to desingularize W. 

(II) Let Lt" be the discriminant locus of)'t': W---+S. Namely, Lt" is 
the curve (or the effective divisor) on S defined by aOala2=0. Let '2:': S' 
---+S be the shortest succession of blowing-ups with centers at singular 
points (including infinitely near singular points) of (Lt,,)red such that, for 
'2:'* Lt " = L:i lXiCi , every Ci is smooth and ('2:'*Lt,,)red has only normal cross
ings as singularities. Let W':= Wxs (S', '2:') and let )'t": W'---+S' be the 
canonical projection. For the sake of simplicity, we may assume that )'t': 
W---+S has already these properties. Let PES. If P ~ Lt" then )'t'-I(P) is 
a smooth conic and W is nonsingular along )'t'-I(P). Suppose that PELt". 
Let @p,s=k[[u, v]], where we choose u, v in such a way that if CI is an 
irreducible component of Lt" passing through P, then CI is defined by u=O 
locally at P; if CI and C2 are irreducible components of Lt" passing through 
P, then C1 and C2 are defined by u=o and v=O locally at P, respectively. 
Then we may assume that W is defined over an open neighborhood of P 
by 

if P E Lt,,-Sing ((Lt,,)red) 

if P E Sing ((Lt,,)red)' 

where lX, 13, r, o~o. We may assume that j3>lX. Moreover, if P moves 
on CI toward one point of CI n C2, then q varies from the first equation 
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to the second one. Let p:=L8/2] and 1.I:=[lXj2]. Replace Proj «(!)u[Xo, 
Xl> X2D byProj «(!)u[X~, X~, X~D, where X~=Xo/up, X~ =XI/uP-. and X~= 
Xz, and where U is an open neighborhood of P. Then Wu: =tr-I(U) is 
replaced by W~cProj «(!)u[X~, X~, X~D defined by 

if P E LI#-Sing «LI#)re.J 

if P E Sing «LI.)red). 

Suppose that o:2:r; we consider only this case because the other case 
r>o can be treated similarly. Let .(:=[0/2] and p:=[r/2]. When P E 

Sing «LI#)red), we replace Proj «(!)u[X~, X~, X;]) by Proj (@u[X~', X~', X~'D, 
where 

X~' =X~/v., X~' =XUvA-p and X~' =X~. 

Then w~ is replaced by W;:, which is defined by 

Note that the second replacement is compatible and commutative with 
the first replacement near the point P E Sing «LI.)red). After these replace
ments made at all points of LI., we may assume that if W is defined by q 
=0 in Proj «(!)u[Xo, Xl' X2D over an open neighborhood U of P and if q is 
written in the form as in (*), then we have O~IX, f3~ 1 when P E LI.
Sing «LI.)re.J while O~IX, 13, r, o~ 1 if P E Sing «LI.)re.J. Note that W is 
then not necessarily embedded into Pl and hence that (XO, Xl> X2) is noth
ing but a local system of homogeneous coordinates. 

If IX = 13 = 1 in the case P E LI. - Sing «LI.)re.J as well as the case P E 

Sing «LI#)red), we make, as a convention, the following change of coordi
nates: 

Then q is changed to the equation: 

l
UX~2+X?+X~2 if P E LI.-Sing «LI.)red) 

q'= UX~2+VTX?+VJX~2 if P E Sing «LI.)re.J and 

UVX~2+X?+X~2 if P E Sing «LI.)red) and 

(r, 0)*(1, 1) 

(r, 0)=(1, 1). 

It is readily ascertained that the case where we have to consider another 
type of desingularization is, after a permutation of coordinates (XO, Xl' 
X 2), of the form: 

q=A1+X~+uvX~ with P E Sing «LI.)re.J. 
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Let q: S' -+S be the blowingcup with center at P and let 7(;': W': = Wx s 
(S', q)-+S' be the base change of 7(;: W-+S relative to q. Let E: =q-I(P). 
Now introduce u' and v' by the relations u=vu' and v=uv'. Then W' 
is defined by the following equation in an open neighborhood of E: 

_{X~+X~+U2V'X~ 
q- X~+X~+u'V2X~ 

ifv':;t:oo 

ifv'=oo. 

By virtue of a replacement of coordinates of the said type, q is trans
formed to 

ifv'*oo 

if v'*oo. 

Then the variety Wobtained by the above procedure is desingularized. 
(III) We found a conic bundlef': X'-+Yand birational mappings 

q: Y-+S and e': X'-+V such that g·e'=q.J'.By virtue of Lemma 4.6, 
we find a conic bundle f: X -+ Y and a birational morphism Tj: X' -+ X such 
that 

(1) p(X)=p(Y)+ 1, 
(2) Tj is a composition of contractions of the type considered in 

Lemma 4.6, and f' = f· Tj. 
Since q.J=g·e with e:=e'·Tj-I: X-+V, the conical fibration g: V-+S is 
equivalent to a conic bundlef: X-+Ywith p(X)=p(Y)+l. Q.E.D. 

4.9. We shall recall from Artin-Mumford [1] several basic results 
on the Brauer group of a function field of two variables. Let S be a non
singular projective simply connected surface defined over k and let K: = 
k(S) be the function field of S over k. We use the following notations: Pn 
denotes the group of n-th roots of unity, p=Un Pn and p-I=Un p:;/= 
Un Hom (Pn, Q/Z>. Then p and p-I are non-canonically isomorphic to 
Q/Z. Br (S) denotes the Brauer group of Azumaya algebras over S; then 
Br (Sh~.H~lS, Gm). Similarly, Br (K) denotes the Brauer group of Azu
maya algebras over K. For an irreducible curve Con S, H~t(k(C),Q/Z) 
denotes the group of cyclic extensions of the function field k( C), or the 
group of cyclic ramified coverings of the normalization C of c. 

4.9.1. Lemma (Artin-Mumford [1; Th. 1, p. 84]). There is a canonical 
exact sequence 

res. a . r 
O~Br S~Br K~ EB H~t(k(C), Q/Z)~ EB p-I 

curves points o p 

S 
~p-I~O, 
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where the maps are explained below. 
(1) The map res. is the restriction to the generic point of S. 
(2) For an irreducible curve Con S, the local ring (f)C.8 of S at the 

generic point of C is a discrete valuation ring. The map a associates a 
finite central simple algebra D with a collection of cyclic extensions L of 
k(C), C moving over the set of all irreducible curves on S, where Lis ob
tainedfrom a maximal order A for Dover (f)C.8 as A ®ea.8 k(C)/(radical). 

(3) Given a cyclic extension of k( C), one may measure its ramifica
tion at a point P of C. This is canonically an element of p-I • The map r 
is defined as the sum of the ramification at all points of the various C lying 
over P. 

(4) The map s is the summation. 

4.9.2. Let Sand K be the same as above. For a positive integer n, 
consider an exact sequence of etale sheaves on K, 

O~Pn.K~SL(n)K~PGL(n)K~I, 

from which we obtain an injection H~t(K, PGL(n))~H~t(K, Pn). If 
n I n', we have a commutative diagram 

H~t(K, PGL(n))~H~t(K, Pn) 

lan'n lfin'n 

H~t(K, PGL(n'))~H~t(K, Pn')' 

where injections an'n and [3n'n are induced by 

(
AI 0) 

A E GL(n)~ . '. . E GL(n') 

o AT 

r=n'/n, A I =··· =AT=A 

and the canonical injection Pn~Pn" Then the injections {en} fit into 
the following commutative diagram 

U H~t(K, PGL(n))~U H~t(K, Pn) 
n>O n>O 

III 
Br (K) 

(cf. Serre [38; pp. 164~ 166]). This implies that H~t(K, PGL(n)) ~ 
H~t(K, Pn) ~ Br (K)n ( = the n-torsion part of Br (K)). In particular, when 
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n=2 this means that the Brauer-Severi varieties of dimension lover K 
(or quaternion algebras over K) represent the 2-torsion points of Br (K) 
(cf. Grothendieck [10]). 

Let 7J be the generic point of S. Let A, be a quaternion algebra over 
K, which represents an element d of Br (K) of order 2. By virtue of 
Lemma 4.9.1, there is a finite number of irreducible curves Cl> ... , Cn on 
S at which a(d) is nonzero. The union C= C1 U ... U Cn is called the 
ramification curve of A, and S - C is the maximal Zariski open set U of 
S such that A, extends to an Azumaya algebra over U. 

An order in A, over S is a coherent 19s-algebra ~ such that ~,=A,. 
Let d be a maximal order in A, over S. Then it is known (cf. [2]) that 
d is a locally free 19s-Module of rank four. With the open set U of S as 
above, diu is an Azumaya algebra over U. If the ramification curve C 
of A, is nonsingular, we have a more precise result: 

Lemma [1 ; Prop. 2, p. 88]. With the above notations and assumptions, 
a maximal order d may be represented at a point P E C as the 19 s-algebra 
generated by elements x, y with relations 

where t=O is a local equation for C, and a, b are units in 19s. Moreover, 
a is not congruent to a square (modulo t). 

Conversely, when a is not congruent to a square, the algebra presented 
in this way is a maximal order in some (non-trivial) quaternion algebra over 
K. 

4.9.3. Lemma [1; Th. 2, p. 90]. There is a canonical one-one cor
respondence between 

(1) maximal orders in quaternion algebras A, over K, whose rami
fication curve C= C1 U ... U Cn is nonsingular 

(2) conic bundles 7t': V---+S with the discriminant locus LI.=C and 
p(V)=p(S)+ 1, i.e.,for every irreducible component Ci , the two components 
of 7t'-I(~i) (~i E C1" the generic point) are not rational over k(C1,), but define 
a quadratic extension of k( Ct). 

The correspondence is given by assigning to a maximal order d an 
S-scheme V which represents the functor 

S' E (SCh/S)~{left 19s,-ideals of d ~l9s,}. 

Moreover, the quadratic extensions thus defined are just those given by a(A,) 
in ~emma 4.9.1. 
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4.10. We consider the case where S is a nonsingular complete 
rational surface defined over k. Then it is known that Br (S) = (0) (cf. 
[12]). Then Lemma 4.9.1 gives us an exact sequence 

a r 
O~Br (K)~ E8 H~t(k(C), Q/Z)~ E8 p-I. 

curves points 
a p 

Let C be a nonsingular irreducible curve on S and let P: C-+C be a non
trivial unramified double covering of C. Then there exists a quaternion 
algebra A~ such that a([A~])=[p], where [A~] is the element of Br (K) 
represented by A~ and [P] is the element of the second term of (*) repre
sented by p. By virtue of Lemma 4.9.3, there exists a conic bundle 1t': V 
-+S such that L/#= C, that p: C-+C is the double covering associated with 
1t' (cf. 4.2) and that p(V)=p(S)+ 1. After Sarkisov [37], we call the pair 
(C, p) the local invariant of the conic bundle 1t': V -+S, or we say that 1t': 

V-+S is defined by the local invariant (C, p). 

Lemma. Let Sbe a nonsingular complete rational surface. Let 1t'i: 
Vi-+S (i= 1,2) be conic bundles defined by the local invariants (Ci, Pi)' 
where Ci is an irreducible nonsingular curve on S and Pi: Ci-+Ci is a non
trivial unramified double covering. Then there exists a birational mapping 
{}: VI -+ Vz such that 1t'1 = 1t' z . {} if and only if CI = Cz and [PI] = [P2] in 
H~t(C, Z/2Z). 

Proof. If there is a birational mapping {}: VI -+ V2 such that 1t'1 = 

1t'2'(}, then {}~: (VI)~~(VZ)~' Hence [(VI)~]=[(Vz)~] in Br (K) and (Cl> [PI]) 
=a([(VI)~])=a([(VZ\])=(C2' [Pz]). Conversely, if CI = Cz and [PI] = [Pz] 
then [(VI)~]=[(Vz)~] in Br (K). Hence there exists a K-isomorphism {}~: 
(VI)~ ~ (Vz)~, which extends to a birational mapping {}: VI -+ Vz such that 
1t'1=1t'Z'{}' Q.E.D. 

Remark. The above construction shows the abundance of conic 
bundles. 

4.11. We shall now state the result of Sarkisov [37]. 

Theorem. Let Y be a nonsingular projective surface with X(@y»1 
and let f: X-+Y be a conical fibration with a nonsingular projective three
fold X. Suppose that there exists a standard conic bundle f': X' -+ yl which 
is equivalent to f: X-+Y and satisfies 14Ky,+L/f'I:;t:Ih. Then any conical 
fibration on X is equivalent to the given fibration f: X -+ Y. 

We shall only note the following result which explains why the linear 
system 14Ky, + L/ f' I comes in. 

Letf: X-+Ybe a conic bundle. Thenf*(K2x)~ -(4Ky+L/f). 
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Indeed, let T be an irreducible curve on Y. Since T - HI - Hz with 
very ample divisors HI, Hz on Y, we may assume that T is a nonsingular 
irreducible curve not contained in Llf and meeting Llf transversally. Let 
F: = f-l(T). Then we have 

Since F is a smooth ruled surface over T with (Ll f • T) degenerate fibers 
(consisting of 2 components), we have 

(K~)= -4«Ky' T)+(P»-(Ll f · T), 

whence (Ki·F)=(f*(Ki)· T)= -(4Ky+Llf • T). 

Corollary. Letf: X-+Y be a standard conic bundle with 14Ky+Llfl 
=/=9, Then X is irrational. 

4.12. We shall consider several examples. 

4.12.1. Example (cf. Sarkisov [37], Roth [6]). Let V be an irre
ducible hypersurface of degree m in Pt passing through a line 1 eP' with 
multiplicity m - 2 and nonsingular outside of I. Then V has a conical 
fibration over y:=pz. In order to see this, take a plane Yin P' such 
that 1 n Y =9. Then, for each plane II of P' with 1 ell, we have II· V = 
ell + (m - 2)/, where ell is a conic. Hence the projection of V with center 
1 gives a structure of conical fibration cp: V-+Y. More precisely, let W 
be the blowing-up of P' with center I. Then the mapping cp gives rise to 
a morphism t: W -+ Y, with respect to which W is a PZ-bundie over Y. 
Indeed, W = Proj( t&') with t&': = l!J p.( - 1 )E9l!J p.( - 1 )E9l!J p.' Let L be a 
tautological divisor of W. Then L- the exceptional divisor 0'-1(/) on W, 
where 0': W -+P' is the said blowing-up. Let X be the proper transform 
of V on W. Let H be a hyperplane on p 4 and let F: = t*(/) for a line I 
on Y. SinceO'*H-L+FandO'*V-X+(m-2)L, we know that X,.....2L 
+mF. Let f:= tlx: X-+Y. Then f gives a standard conic bundle 
structure on X because K w - -3L-5F, Kx - -(L+(5-m)F)lx and 
Pic (X)~f* Pic (Y)E9Z(Llx)' If one identifies L with 0'-1(/), then X·L is 
a rational 2-section because L~pl Xpz and pI X (t)ct- 1(t(t» for every 
t E pz. Thus X is unirational by virtue of the easy Lemma 4.12.2. The 
discriminant locus Ll f is linearly equivalent to (3m - 4)/. This can be 
computed as follows: 

and 
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f*K"x- -(4Ky +Llf )-121-Llf , 

whence Llf -(3m-4)1. Ifm=3, then degLlf =5; ifm=4, then degLlf = 
8. 

4.12.2. Lemma (cf. Beauville [4; Prop. 4.1 and Cor. 4.4]). Let f: X 
~ Y be a conic bundle over a nonsingular projective rational surface. Then 
the following assertions hold: 

(1) Iff has a rational section, then X is rational. 
(2) If there exists a rational surface SeX such that fls: S~Y is a 

surjective morphism of degree d, then X is unirational. More precisely, 
there exist a rational variety X and a generically finite surjective morphism 
X~X of degree d. 

4.12.3. The following example is a generalization of 4.12.1. 

Example (Sarkisov [37]). Let rff:=lVp .( -n)EBlVp .( -n)EBlVpo , let W 
:=Proj (rff) and let L be the tautological divisor of W, where n is a non
negative integer. Let X be a general member of 12L+(2n+ l)FI, where 
Fis defined in a fashion similar to that in 4.12.1. Then X is a nonsingular 
threefold endowed with conic bundle structure by the restriction f of the 
canonical projection '0/: W~P2, whose discriminant locus Llf is linearly 
equivalent to (2n+3)1. Moreover, since X·L is a rational 2-section 
of J, X is unirational. Of course, we can take X so that X is irrational; 
the condition n> 5 suffices. 
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